New Products

DEVELOPMENT
Manage .NET Application Life Cycle

Latix announced Latix LDM for .NET, a tool that uses the Lightweight Dependency Model approach to analyzing the architecture of your .NET applications. Latix LDM for .NET lets you analyze .NET application architecture in detail, edit the structure to create test scenarios, and specify design rules to formalize and communicate the design structure to others. The tool provides a high-level view of your architecture and lets you drill down to a subsystem and examine code associated with its dependencies. The product can also remove unwanted dependencies and rename subsystems. Latix LDM for .NET starts at $495 for the Professional Edition. For more information, contact Latix at 978-474-5022 or http://www.latix.com.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
Visualize What's Happening Within Your Database and SQL Code

Killer Bite Software announced SQL Visualizer, a Windows client-based database query and management tool that lets you navigate around your database objects and visualize what's happening within your database and SQL code. The software searches for database objects and content across multiple databases and servers and is able to override server connections properties at the database level.

You can also view the history of previously executed queries, which are maintained between sessions. SQL Visualizer features IntelliSense, custom object scripting, data scripting, code snippets, and code regions. SQL Visualizer is a free download. For more information, contact Killer Bite Software at http://www.sqlvisualizer.com.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Integrated BI Solution for SQL Server 2005 and 2000

XMLA Consulting announced ReportPortal 2.1, an integrated business intelligence (BI) solution that provides analysis, reporting, and advanced data visualization features for SQL Server 2005 and 2000. ReportPortal is a client application for Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services that lets you build, publish, and view a variety of reports, including OLAP, data-mining, and SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services reports. The latest release includes a tree map and pie chart tree, bar chart tree, geographical map chart, and dashboard reports. For more information, contact XMLA Consulting at 813-866-3483 or http://www.reportportal.com.

DATABASE COMPARISON
Compare and Synchronize Databases and Schema

TulaSoft announced SQL Examiner 1.5 and SQL Data Examiner 1.1, which compare and synchronize SQL Server database schemas and SQL Server databases, respectively. SQL Examiner compares the schema of two SQL Server databases and locates the changes in tables, views, stored procedures, and any other object in the database. When you use SQL Examiner with SQL Data Examiner, you can also compare and synchronize data differences between the two databases. And now, SQL Examiner can compare and synchronize Common Language Runtime (CLR) objects that SQL Server 2005 supports. Pricing for SQL Examiner and SQL Data Examiner starts at $199.95. For more information, contact TulaSoft at http://www.tulaexpress.com.